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Animes like sao reddit

For those san haters just don't bother answering things like Sun garbage and things like that. But for those willing to answer me, don't hate on San, please help me. I loved San and I'm on the look-for something like that, anime with big and big battles, but also with romance between them and a good storyline. I know my description is pretty vague, but what I
want is as simple as that. Page 2 of 17 comments Just finished Sword Art Online, was blown away by its characters, plot, and writing. Is there anything else like this? Page 2 22 comments finished it a while ago and would like something likePage 2 35 comments SAO is my first anime I've ever loved and I just sped through Season 1. I've watched English dub
since I don't speak Japanese. With english dub season 2 release date not yet announced, what other animes that are similar to SAO? I'm looking for an anime that has some romance, like SAO, and makes you love the characters. Any suggestions will be appreciated. Page 2Posted byu/[deleted]6 years ago 36 comments What I'm looking for is an anime or
manga that has a similar romance as this one. I confess I was a sucker for a good romance, and when Kirito and Asuna first kissed, I wobbled like a little schoolgirl. Thanks in a short time! Page 2 13 comments Just wonder if there are any other anime shows that this is the case, went trout recommendations on MAL, but I don't think they were that good, is
there anything you think is close to SAO? I really like action + romance and drama, idk seems hard to find something that has it allPage 2 44 comments SAO easily my favorite anime. Are there other animes you would recommend that a similar quality is wise, intriguing and with English dubs? What I mean by the likes of basically in SAO 1 is a great action
story, but at the same time, an emotional love story that makes you cry and warm your heart. SAO knows has become my fav anime because of the great emotional story that it brings, with a brand new conceptPage 2 36 comments Which anime is like Sword Art Online? Ive has seen Accel World, SAO, Log Horrizon, and Konosuba (that one may or may not
be like a san, but its MMO types thing and there are aspects such as SAO)Page 2 21 comments Hello all, just need some help finding shows that spark my interest so I can go back to watching anime again. Here's my top 25 list of favorites, sort of in order:SAOHunter X hunterMirai Nikki.hack sign No lifeAccele WorldProduct WarSasing ClassroomAngel
beatsSavingblade dance elementarymad magikaProblem ChildrenEyeshield 21KIrregular on Magic High SchholAkashic recordsYou need to pick up girls in dungeonRe zeroFate stay/nightKill la killKenichiDevil is part of the timerErasedAnything not on this list I could really enjoy watching? Page 2 20 Comments Comments
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